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Abstract
The optimization of a number of film deposition variables was carried out for thin Pt films formed from a sol (generated by the reduction
of hexachloroplatinic acid (CPA) by sodium ethoxide) containing Pt nanoparticles and a partially reduced Pt(II) species (NaPtCh(C2H4)).
Increasing the film drying temperature leads to the thermal decomposition of this species, generating another Pt(II) crystalline species, as
well as additional Pt. It also leads to improved inter-particle and particle-substrate contact of the 2 nm Pt nanoparticles, thereby increasing
the Pt film charge density up to 200 C drying temperature. Above this temperature, particle sintering occurs (8 nm diameter when dried to
400 C), consistent with an observed loss in film charge. Increasing the withdrawal rate of the substrate from the sol leads to a thicker Pt film,
while maintaining a constant Pt particle size. By changing the substrate from Au sputter-coated glass to carbon paper (CP), the Pt loading
was increased; however, the effective usage of Pt was lower than anticipated, possibly related to the pooling of the liquid sol within the CP
structure, resulting in poor nanoparlicle dispersion.
© 2005 Elsevier Ltd. All rights reserved.
Keywords: Pt nanoparticles; Thin Pt films; Sol synthesis; Thermal decomposition; Carbon and Au substrates

1. Introduction
The formation of noble metal nanoparticles, particularly
Pt, has been a growing field of interest in recent years. These
materials are ideal as electrocatalysts because of their high
effective surface area, coupled with their high activity in a
number of industrially important reactions and applications,
including in polymer electrolyte and direct methanol fuel
cells [1-8J.
This interest has stimulated research focussed on developing methods of forming Pt (and related metals) nanoparticles,
including sol-gel (SG) chemistry [9-11], electrochemical
deposition [12-14] and impregnation into a support matrix
[15-18]. Other research has been directed towards chemical
reduction methods, using reducing agents such as formate
[19], formaldehyde [ 19,20], hydrazine [19-21], borohydride
[1,22,231, formic acid [24], sodium citrate [3,7,25,26] and
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sodium thiosulfate [27]. As well, Pt nanoparticles have
been deposited on many substrates in order to improve their
catalytic activity, including on carbon (both powdered and
glassy) [14,19,22,24,27,28], polymers [12-14,20,29-311.
zeolites and gas diffusion backings [18-32], alumina
[10,15,25,33], silica [9,17,33] and SG-formed titania
[10,11].
Our group has worked extensively on Pt and Ir nanoparticle formation via the homogeneous reduction of metal salts
by sodium ethoxide [34-36]. As was shown in our previous
papers [34,35], the use of hexachloroplatinic acid (CPA) as
the Pt precursor results in the formation of Pt nanoparticles
(1-3 nm in diameter), which remain suspended in the solution (the sol). It was previously shown [34] that ~ 7 5 % of
the Pt(IV) precursor is reduced to nanoparticulate metallic
Pt, while the remainder is reduced only to the Pt(Il) state,
in the apparently stable form of NaPlCbfCiPLi), a sodium
analogue of Zeise's salt [34,37]. The mechanism of formation and the extensive characterization of the Pt(II) species,
N a P t C h ^ r L i ) , was reported in a previous paper [34].
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It was also shown in our previous work [34] that the
NaPlCli(C2H4) by-product plays a vital role in the stabilization of the Pt nanoparticles. Indeed, when the synthesis conditions for the Pt sol were varied [34] such that
N a P t C l i ^ P U ) was fully reduced, this resulted in the production of larger Pt nanoparticles, which co-precipitated with
the NaCl product. Furthermore, the Pt(II) species can be
thermally converted to Pt(0) at temperatures >200°C, as
shown by thermal gravimetric analysis/differential scanning
calorimetry (TGA/DSC) and electrochemical quartz crystal microbalance (EQCM) experiments [34,35], and thus we
consider this another benefit of our synthetic approach. As
the goal of the present work was to form stable, high surface
area Pt films, an optimized Pt particle/NaPtCli(C2H4) ratio
was used here.
One of the goals of this paper is to determine if this thermal conversion of NaPtCfi(C2H4) to Pt is occurring during
an elevated temperature drying step used with the sol-derived
films. As well, the effect of the film drying time, substrate
withdrawal rate from the sol and the nature of the substrate
employed, on the properties of sol-formed films is also established. (The optimization of the sol synthesis conditions is
the focus of another paper [38].) These factors are examined
primarily in an attempt to produce stable thin films and to
maximize the effective usage of the Pt nanoparticles. In this
work, this is gauged by the measured electroactive area and
surface roughness factor, y, inferred here to reflect both Pt
nanoparticle size and yield.

2. Experimental
2.1. Pt sol formation
The sols used for the formation of the films were all produced using our optimized Pt sol synthesis procedure [38].
Hexachloroplatinic acid (0.52 g) (Aldrich, 99.995% pure,
>37.50% metal basis) was refluxed with 2 molar equivalents
(2:1 ethoxide to Pt) of sodium ethoxide (0.20 g) (Aldrich,
96% pure) in lOmL of denatured ethanol (giving a CPA
concentration of 0.12 mol/L) for 2 h under Ar. The orange
solution was then stirred at ambient temperature under Ar
for a further 18 h. The precipitate was then filtered from the
sol under vacuum, and the sol was stored in a sealed glass
vial.
2.2. Electrochemical experiments
The typical working electrode (WE) substrates were glass
slides, sputter-coated with a ca. 3nm layer of Ti followed
by a ca. 120nm layer of Au. For the substrate experiments,
carbon paper (CP, Toray CP TGPH-090, E-Tek, 0.26 mm
thick, 99% pure) was also used. Thin films of the Pt sol
were formed by withdrawal of the substrate from the sol at
l.2~60cm/min and drying in air at 22 C for at least 24 h, or
at elevated temperatures for I5min. The geometric area of
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the Pt coatings was between 0.5 and 1 cm'. Electrical connection to the WE was made via a Parafilm™-wrapped alligator
clip.
The counter electrode (CE) was a Pt gauze embedded
in soft glass tubing. The reference electrode (RE) was a
reversible hydrogen electrode (RHE) and all electrode potentials given in this work are referenced to it. All experiments
were carried out using 0.5 M H2SO4 in a two-compartment
cell, with the WE and CE in the main compartment and the
RE in a separate compartment connected to the WE compartment by a Luggin capillary. The WE compartment was
deaerated before and during electrochemical measurements
by continuously bubbling N2 through or over the solution.
All electrochemical measurements were carried out at room
temperature (22 ± 2 °C).
Some of the electrochemical measurements were performed using a PARC EG&G 173 potentiostat and 175
programmer, with the data recorded on an HP 7045B X/Y
or 7090A X/Y recorder. Computer controlled CV was performed using a PARC EG&G 271 potentiostat under Corrware control, with data analysis carried out using the Corrview program.
CVs of the Pt sol formed films were initiated at the open
circuit potential (ca. 0.9 V), and the potential was then swept
negatively at 100 mV/s. The Pt sol-formed films were eleetrochemically cleaned by either cycling repeatedly at 100 mV/s
between 0.05 and 1.6 V, or cycling between —0.05 and 1.7 V
for 3 min at a sweep rate of lOOOmV/s. The former method
was employed with the 22 "C dried films, due to their physical
instability, while films dried at higher temperatures underwent the latter treatment.
The determination of the electroactive area was made
using the cathodic hydrogen underpotential deposition
(Hupd) charge (between ca. 0.05 and 0.45 V), using the
double layer current of Pt as a baseline and the standard
0.22mC/ctrr conversion factor [40]. The roughness factor
(y) was also calculated, and is defined as the electroactive
area divided by the geometric area [14,41].
23. Material characterization techniques
2.3.1. X-ray photoelectron spectroscopy (XPS)
Films for XPS analysis were formed on a Au sputtercoated glass plate by withdrawal from a Pt sol at 60cm/min
and dried, either at 22 °C for 24 h or at 200 °C for 15 min. XPS
analysis was performed (Department of Chemistry, Qinghua
University) using a PHI-5300 ESCA instrument equipped
with a monochromatic Al/Mg Ka source.
2.3.2. X-ray diffraction (XRD)
Pt sol formed films were formed by successively drying, in air, aliquots of the sol (ca. 20p.L) on an XRD slide
and then drying in air at 22 °C for 24 h or at 200 °C for
15 min. Data were obtained using a Rigaku Multillex powder diffractometer (Department of Geology and Geophysics.
University of Calgary) and the patterns were compared with
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the JADE XRD Pattern Processing (Release 5.0.12) [42]
database.
2.3.3. Transmission electron microscopy (TEM) and
electron diffraction (ED)
CuTEM grids were coated with a thin film of the Pt sol by
withdrawal at 1.2-240 cm/min and drying at 22 °C for several
days or at elevated temperatures Tor 15 min.TheTEM images
and ED patterns were collected using a Hitachi H-7000 TEM
using a 75 keV accelerating voltage (Health Sciences Centre,
University of Calgary). The camera length for the ED work
was 0.8 m.
2.3.4. Electrochemical quartz crystal microbalance
A 3nm coating of Ti and then a 120nm layer of Au
were sputter-coated on both sides of the AT-cut 5 MHz piezoelectric EQCM crystals (2.5 cm diameter, Valpey-Fisher) in
the typical "keyhole" pattern, resulting in overlapping circular areas of 0.3 cm 2 . Electrical contact was made to the
crystal using Au wires attached to the crystal with silver
epoxy. The crystal was coated by withdrawal from the sol at
60cm/min and dried at 200 °C for 15 min. Electrochemical
measurements were carried out by sandwiching the crystal
horizontally between two rubber O-rings at the base of the
main compartment. Mass (frequency) measurements were
carried out using a Pierce-type oscillator [19] and a Philips
PM 66S4C high resolution frequency counter-timer.
2.3.5. Inductively coupled plasma atomic emission
spectroscopy (ICP-AES)
Pt sol films were dissolved in 2.0 mL of aqua regia (24 h
exposure), after which the solution was diluted to 10.00 mL
and analyzed using a Thermo Jarrell Ash (Model AtomScan
16) ICP-AE Spectrometer (Department of Chemistry, University of Calgary). Lines at 265.9 and 214.4nm were used
for the determination of the Pt concentration, using a fivepoint calibration curve.

Fig. 1. Initial and steady-state CVs. in deaerated 0.5 M H:S04 at lOOmV/s.
of an unrinsed Pt sol-formed film (containing ca. 0.2 pig cm - - Pi), dried al
22 C for 48 h. Inset. CV of bulk Pt wire, run under identical conditions.

3.1. Effect of drying temperature of Pt sol-derived
formed films
Upon comparison of the initial CV (Fig. 1) of an unrinsed
Pt sol formed film with the CV of bulk Pt (inset), the first electrochemically observable feature of the Pt sol-formed films
is the presence of a metallic Pt signal in the sol-formed film
CV, as exhibited by the Hupd peaks (0.05-0.4 V) and the
Pt oxide oxidation and reduction peaks (0.9-1.6 and 0.7 V,
respectively). The appearance of these peaks in the initial C V
cycle confirms the presence of metallic Pt in the film.
It can also be seen in Fig. 1 that some of the underlying
Au substrate can be oxidized (at ca. 1.4 V) and reduced (at
ca. 1.2 V). Unlike the case for other Pt sol films discussed in
this paper (dip-coated, e.g., Fig. 2), this film was deposited
as an exact micropipetted aliquot onto a point on the Au
surface. This deposition method was employed in order to
enable quantification of the amount of film deposited and
also to form a particularly thick Pt layer (with the aim of
trapping the NaPtCb(C2H4) in the film). Clearly, this deposition method leads to a Pt sol film which is non-uniform,
leaving some of the Au substrate uncoated.
The electrochemical reduction of the NaPtCLfCiH.!)
present in the film is seen in the range of 0.05-0.15 V in the

3. Results and discussion
Mixing sodium ethoxide and hexachloroplatinic acid in
ethanol during Pt sol synthesis resulted in an orange/yellow
solution, which maintained its color throughout the reflux
step. When filtered, two phases were obtained, a while/grey
precipitate (containing Pt particles ca. 6 nm in diameter [34])
and an orange supernatant (the sol phase). This sol phase
has been previously shown to contain 1-3 nm suspended
Pt particles, as well as the partially reduced Pt(Il) species,
NaPtCL(C2H 4 ) |34]. The substrates were then dip-coated
from the Pl-containing sol phase and dried at various temperatures for a range of times. Electrochemical quartz crystal
microbalance results showed that, for films formed by the
withdrawal of the Au substrate from the sol at 60 cm/min (the
typical withdrawal rate used in this paper), the film contained
only 7 ± 2 jj.g Pt per cm 2 .

Fig. 2. Steady-state CVs, in deaerated 0.5 M H 2 S0 4 at 100 mV/s, of Pt sol
(ca. 0.12 mol/LPt content)films(containing ca. 7 u.gcm -2 Pt) formed identically on Au sputter-coated glass electrodes by withdrawal at 60cm/min.
but dried at different temperatures: 22 C(CV#1), 100 C(CV#2). 175 C
(CV #3) and 300 C (CV #4).
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first few potential cycles (Fig. 1), similar to the peak seen in
CVs recorded in solutions known to contain NaPtCl3(C2H4)
[34]. This peak is absent in the initial CVs of the significantly thinner films, formed using a constant withdrawal rate
and dried at 22 r C, as NaPtCl3(C 2 H 4 ), which is soluble in
water, is then easily lost to solution [34]. Therefore, for all
experiments in which the presence of the Pt(II) species in
the film was not desired, the 22 °C dried films were carefully
rinsed with water prior to electrochemical evaluation.
Comparison between the initial and steady-state CVs of
Pt sol formed films (Fig. I) shows a certain amount of initial
Pt CV suppression, at all potentials, in the low temperature
films, even after rinsing with water (although to a smaller
extent than for unrinsed films). A similar effect is also seen
for films dried at high temperatures. However, the degree
and cause of signal suppression are very different, depending
on the temperature at which the film is dried. In the first few
CVs for films dried at 22 °C, there is a ca. 86 ± 5% signal suppression (based on the size of the anodic Hupd peaks before
and after electrochemical cleaning) [35] which is due to the
adsorption of ethanol on the Pt surface. Parallel CV experiments using bulk Pt electrodes which had been previously
immersed in ethanol showed a similar signal suppression,
both in terms of the overall CV characteristics and the degree
of blocking of the 'clean' Pt response. However, the degree
of suppression seen for films dried at > 100CC is significantly
lower than this (only ca. 43 ± 6% signal suppression is seen
in films dried at 200 °C) and, as the surface ethanol has been
thermally removed, this must have a different origin, which
is discussed later in this paper. It should be noted that, irrespective of the cause of this initial CV suppression, electrodes
coated with either the low or high temperature dried films can
be easily cleaned by electrochemical cycling. XPS and other
techniques [34,35] have shown that the films are then composed purely of metallic Pt, indicating that all other species
have been fully removed.
The upper potential limit (1.6-1.7 V) used in these CV
experiments is comparatively high. However, long times of
cycling did not result in any increase or decrease in the magnitude of the CV features, suggesting that neither Pt roughening
nor Pt dissolution is occurring. While previous electrochemical quartz crystal microbalance studies with bulk Pt also
showed that no dissolution occurs under these experimental
conditions (lOOmV/s, similar upper limits) [39], Pt nanoparticles could be expected to be more susceptible to this than
bulk Pt samples. However, recent EQCM experiments [34],
involving Pt nanoparticle-based films similar to those discussed here, confirmed that there is no Pt mass loss observed
during cycling at standard sweep rates to 1.6 or 1.7 V
After rigorous electrochemical cleaning, the steady-state
CVs (Fig. 2) of the Pt sol-formed films, dried at a range
of temperatures for 15 min, also exhibit a distinct temperature dependence, both in terms of the size and shape of the
CV. Comparison of the Hupd peaks between CVs #1 and
#3 in Fig. 2 shows that less definition is evidenced in these
steady-state peaks for Pt sol-formed films dried at lower ver-
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sus higher temperatures. This is likely attributable to a lower
degree of crystallinity in the film (as seen by the very diffuse
electron diffraction patterns shown below), and/or to quantum effects associated with the small Pt particle size [43-45].
Also, it can easily be seen in Fig. 2 that the size of the Pt signal increases with increasing drying temperature, up to some
maximum, whereupon higher drying temperatures cause the
CV size to shrink (cf. CVs #3 and #4 in Fig. 2). The Au oxide
peaks in evidence in Fig. 1 are no longer seen in the CV of the
22 °C dried film in this figure. Here, the constant withdrawal
rate method was used to deposit the film, resulting in a more
uniform and complete coverage of the Au substrate. As well,
there is no evidence for N a P t C l ^ ^ H } ) reduction in the CV
of the 22 °C dried film, as this electrode was rinsed carefully
with water prior to electrochemical testing.
As can be seen in Fig. 2, the highest CV currents are seen
for films dried at 175 °C. For a different Pt sol (formed using
a slightly lower concentration of the CPA starting material,
ca. O.lOmol/L), for which several more drying temperatures
were examined, the maximum is at ca. 200 °C (Fig. 3). These
changes in y as a function of drying temperature may reflect
a different yield of Pt nanoparticles (leading to a different
particle density and/or Pt layer thickness) or may indicate
alterations in the quality and extent of electrical contact
between adjacent Pt particles and/or between the Pt film and
the Au substrate as a result of a variable degree of sintering.
The trends in Fig. 3 may also be related to changes in
Pt particle size with drying temperature. It was shown in
previous work that the Pt nanoparticles, formed in the sol
phase and dried at 22 °C, are ca. 2 nm in average diameter
with small particle size dispersion [34,35]. An example of
the uniformly sized Pt nanoparticles obtained by drying at
22 °C is shown in Fig. 4 and the related histogram (based on
640 particles) reveals an average diameterof ca. 1.9 ± 0.4 nm,
again with relatively small particle size dispersion. The particles formed in the present work are significantly smaller
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Fig. 3. Pt film roughness factor (y) as a function of film drying time for
Pt sol (O.lOmol/L Pt content) formed films deposited on Au sputter-coated
glass electrodes at 60cm/min. All films (containing ca. 6 jjLgcm -2 Pt) were
dried for 15 min and were electrochemically evaluated in deaeratcd 0.5 M
H 2 S 0 4 a t lOOmV/s.
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Fig. 4. TEM image of Ptsol formed him, coated on aCu TEM grid by withdrawal at 24cm/min and dried at 22 C for 24h. The related histogram is based on
a total of 640 particle diameters.

than those discussed in the literature, using different (and
stronger) reducing agents, e.g., borohydride (6.4 nm with no
drying step) [22], formic acid (7.5 nm when dried at 95 °C)
[24], sodium citrate (4.5 nm with no drying step) [2] and
sodium thiosulfate (18 nm when dried at 400 CC) [27]. The
size of our Pt nanoparticles are more similar to those found
using formate, formaldehyde and hydrazine as the reducing
agent, all of which yield Pt particles ca. 2 nm in diameter [19].
It is also interesting to note that the Pt nanoparticles formed
using sodium borohydride were reported to agglomerate if
not stabilized [22]. We have previously shown [34] that the
nanoparticles formed using our approach are stable for several years, likely due to the stabilization provided by the Pt(II)
by-product, as discussed in Section 1. This demonstrates one
of the likely key advantages of our synthetic route.
Although only Pt nanoparticles are seen in Fig. 4, TEM
analysis of unrinsed Pt sol formed films revealed the presence of a lower yield crystalline material, presumably the
NaPtCb(C2H4) by-product. However, after rinsing with
water or electrochemical analysis, only the nanoparticles
remain in the TEM images and, as the CV response is then
that of pure Pt, this demonstrates conclusively that these are
indeed Pt nanoparticles. Previous EQCM analyses [35] also
revealed a very large Pt CV (surface) charge to film mass
ratio, after careful rinsing, consistent with the very high surface area of Pt nanoparticles [35].
Although the nanoparticles are relatively small when dried
at room temperature (ca. 2 nm), a plot of particle diameter
(determined using TEM) versus drying temperature in Fig. 5
shows that the particles likely undergo sintering as the dry-

ing temperature is increased, consistent with what has been
observed with Ir [46] and other sol- and sol-gel derived materials [36,47]. Not only does the average particle diameter
increase with temperature (Fig. 5), but the particles become
more polydispersc, as reflected by the larger particle size standard deviations. At any one temperature, some particles may
sinter into one larger particle, while in the same region, other
particles may not yet undergo sintering, due to the variable
physical proximity of neighboring particles.
Similarly, the effect of sintering can be seen in Fig. 6,
which compares the XRD patterns of a 200 °C (black) versus
22 °C (grey) dried film (the latter is known to consist of Pt
nanopaYticles plus the Pt(II) product, N a P t C b ^ f t t ) [34]).

Fig. 5. Average Pt particle diameter (with associated standard deviations)
in Pt sol formed films dried at various temperatures (for 24 h at 22 C and
15 min at elevated temperatures), determined by TEM analysis.
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Pt and Au

maw;
Fig. 6. XRD patterns of Pt sol formedfilmsdried for 15 min at 200 C (black
solid line) and at 22 C (grey crosshatched line). The NaCl and Pt reference
peaks are labelled as NaCl 1-4 and P t | j , respectively.

Indeed, Pt nanoparticles of 6 ± 1 nm diameter are seen to be
present (at 20 values of 39.75° and 46.2") in the 200 °C dried
film, consistent also with the TEM derived results in Fig. 5.
A pattern typical of a crystalline material is also seen
for this film. This pattern does not correspond to those of
any known Pt species (or other materials which would be
expected to be present in the sol phase) in the database or to
the pattern of the 22 °C dried film. This demonstrates that the
NaPtCI;?(C2H4) product is thermally decomposing, likely to
a second crystalline material, currently still unidentified, and
also to Pt, as will be shown below by the XPS data. This thermal decomposition was also seen using thermal gravimetric
analysis/differential scanning calorimetry studies of the sol
phase [34], which showed several thermal changes occurring
when the films are dried at elevated temperatures, including
a large mass loss at ca. 200 °C and several smaller losses at
temperatures above this.
Notably, while it is certain that Pt nanoparticles ranging
from 1 to 3 nm in diameter (Fig. 4) are present in good yield
in the low temperature films, based also on earlier electrochemical, TEM and EQCM data [34-36], they are not readily
discernable from the 22 °C XRD pattern in Fig. 6. This is
likely due to the large breadth of their peaks.
The plot in Fig. 5 predicts that higher film drying temperatures will decrease the effective surface area of these Pt
films, thus decreasing the y values, confirming the trends seen
electrochemically at above 200 °C in Fig. 3. However, for
temperatures below 200 °C, the trends in y (Fig. 3) are inconsistent with the particle size changes, and are more likely due
to improved stability and electrical contact between particles
or between the particles and the substrate with increasing
temperature. Fig. 3 may also reflect the increasing extent of
thermal conversion of the Pt(II) species to metallic Pt (as will
be shown below) with increasing temperature.
To more fully understand the nature of the thermal changes
occurring in the Pt sol, especially to the N a P t C b ^ F U )
species, and to establish whether it is fully or partly converted
to Pt at higher temperatures, XPS studies were pursued. Fig. 7
shows the XPS spectra of a 22 and a 200 °C dried film, both
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Fig. 7. XPS spectra of Pt sol formed films, deposited on Au sputter-coated
glass electrodes by withdrawal at 60 cm/min and drying for 15 min at 200 C
(solid line) or 22 C (dashed line). Elements examined are (a) Pt and Au, (b)
Na and (c) CI. Binding energies were recorded at 0.1 eV intervals.

formed from the sol phase in an otherwise identical manner
(60 cm/min onto Au sputter-coated glass). As can be seen in
Fig. 7a, the most significant Pt species present in the film after
drying to 200 °C is Pl(0) (evidenced at binding energies (BE)
of 71.5 and 74.8 eV). Some Pt(II) is clearly also still present
in the 200 °C film, consistent with the XRD data (Fig. 6). This
is seen by the incomplete resolution of the two Pt(0) peaks
in Fig. 7a, attesting to the presence of a Pt(II) peak between
them, as well as the small shoulder, attributable to a Pt(II)
species, on the peak at 74.8 eV. In contrast, the 22 °C dried
film contains a higher concentration of the Pt(II) species (73.4
and 76.5 eV), NaPtCl 3 (C 2 H 4 ) [34] and less of Pt metal.
These XPS results clearly demonstrate that some of the
NaPtCl^CTFLi) by-product is thermally reduced to metallic Pt at 200 °C, which will contribute to the increased Pt
CV signal with increasing drying temperature up to 200 °C
(Figs. 1 and 2). During this process, C2H4 is released, as
well as CI2 gas, providing the electrons for Pt reduction
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( 2 C r - » C l 2 + 2e~, Pt(II) + 2e" -»• Pt(0)). These processes
would also explain the mass loss seen at ca. 200 °C in the
TGA data [34],
Interestingly. Fig. 7b shows no significant thermally
induced peak shift in the Na spectrum (peak at 1071.8 eV),
suggesting that Na+ is incorporated into the new thermally
formed Pt(II) species, while retaining a similar environment.
The Na species is not from NaCl (an expected product in
our Pt sol synthesis [34,35]), which would be unaffected at
this temperature, as the signal would appear at a higher BE
(1072.1 eV) [48]. There are two peaks (at 198.6eV and a
shoulder at 199.7eV) seen in the CI XPS spectrum for the
200°C dried film (Fig. 7c), which do not match the CI peak
for the 22 C dried film (199.3 eV), indicating that the thermal decomposition of N a P t C b ^ f y ) at 200 °C changes the
CI environment.

tial signal suppression of the CV response of a water-rinsed,
Pt sol-coated Au electrode after drying at high temperatures
(Fig. 2). With time of cycling in 0.5 M H2SO4, however, this
phase dissolves [35], allowing full access to the Pt nanoparticles, seen clearly in the background of the TEM images in
Fig. 8.
Fig. 9a shows the electron diffraction pattern of the
nanoparticles formed at 400 °C and seen in the right-hand
part of Fig. 8d. The bright concentric rings easily yield the
d-spacings, which are found to match those of the metallic
Pt reference, confirming the presence of Pt nanoparticles in
these films. In contrast, as seen in Fig. 9b, there is very little
definition of the ED rings for the 22 °C dried film, indicating that the portion of the film from which the ED data are
derived is likely quite amorphous in nature.

TEM was also employed to examine the thermal decomposition of NaPtCl3(C2H4) and to establish what would be
formed on the Au electrode surface as a function of drying
temperature to help understand the data of Figs. I and 2. Fig. 8
shows that a crystalline phase, likely NaPtCl;?(C2H4), is seen
after drying at room temperature, consistent with the XRD
and XPS data. The crystallites are also observed at 200 °C
and, to a lesser extent, at 300 °C. With increasing drying
temperature, the crystalline phase becomes more granular
in appearance. In fact, in films dried at 400°C (Fig. 8d),
the original crystallites seem to have been entirely converted
to these large granules. Importantly, this granular phase is
relatively insoluble in water, and thus may explain the ini-

3.2. Effect of drying time on electrochemistry of Pt
sol-derived films

Crystal

•$3¥AfcjfcCJ*:&

r s •,

3(X)

»

Due to the changes which occur when Pt sol formed films
are dried at elevated temperatures (nanoparticle sintering,
thermal decomposition of the Pt(II) species, and removal of
organics), it was also important to determine whether the time
of drying at elevated temperatures would affect their properties. It may be expected that a longer drying time would
result in a greater extent of thermal conversion of Pt(II) lo
metallic Pt, along with further removal of organics from the
surface, resulting in an increase in the y value. Conversely, a
longer drying time may cause further sintering of the nanopar-

^ *^i
*i:i»*

300 nm

Crystallites
Fig. 8. THM images of the thermally altered crystals contained within Pt sol formed films, dried at various temperatures and times: (a) 22 C (24h), (b) 100 C
(15min), (c)200 C(l5min)and(d)400 C(30min).
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Fig. y. F.lectron diffraction patterns of Pt sol formed films dried at (a) 400 C for 15 min and (b) 22 C for several days. The films were formed by withdrawal
of the Cu TEM arid from the sol at 6cm/min.

tides, resulting in a decrease in the y value. Therefore, films
were deposited on Au sputter-coated glass electrodes by withdrawal from a Pt sol at 60cm/min and dried at 200 °C for
various times, and the y value was then measured electrochemically. As can be seen in Table I, there was no change
seen in the y value (within experimental error), indicating that
15 min is a sufficiently long time to allow these processes to
come to equilibrium.
3.3. Effect of withdrawal rate of the substrate from the
Pt sol
Typical of sol-gel formed films, a thicker film may be
formed by increasing the rate at which the substrate is withdrawn from the SG solution [49]. Au sputter-coated glass
electrodes were withdrawn from the Pt sol at various withdrawal rates (from 2.4 to 60cm/min), dried at 22 CC and
examined electrochemically. Fig. 10 shows that the more
rapidly the Au substrate is withdrawn from the Pt sol, the
higher is the measured y value. The inset in Fig. 10 shows
that, for films formed from a slightly more concentrated sol
and dried at higher temperatures, more Pt is again deposited
al higher withdrawal rates.

in this study). It should be noted that, as shown in our previous
papers [ 34,35], once the film has undergone electrochemistry.
it is composed exclusively of metallic Pt. There is no evidence
for any remaining ethanol or oxidized Pt species in the film,
and thus the measured mass can be assumed to be due only to
metallic Pt. As the nanoparticles formed at 200 °C are 4-6 nm
in diameter (Fig. 5), this would suggest that the film is only
~ 1 monolayer of particles thick. However, the density of the
film is likely significantly less than the bulk density of Pt (as
used in the calculation of film thickness), and therefore, these
films are probably greater than one monolayer in thickness.
TEM images were examined in order to determine if using
a more rapid withdrawal rate was causing the preferential
deposition of smaller particles, thus increasing the y value,
or if the increase in y was due to the deposition of a greater
number of Pt nanoparticles. For a film dried at 22 C for several days, the average particle size was calculated using a
minimum of 100 particles. Within the confidence interval at
each withdrawal rate, Table 2 shows that there is no dependence of particle diameter on the withdrawal rate of the grid
from the sol. This indicates that the trends in y in Fig. 10

Based on the mass of the Pt sol formed film after electrochemical cleaning (measured as 7 ± 2 p , g c m
using
EQCM) and assuming uniform and dense film properties,
the film thickness is calculated as 4 ± 1 nm in the film formed
using a withdrawal rate of 60cm/min (the highest examined
Table 1
Effect of drying time on Pt thin film roughness factor, y, for films deposited
on Au sputter-coated glass electrodes by withdrawal from Pt sola at
60cm/min and dried at 200 Ch
Drying time at 200 C/min
15
30
45
60
75
;l

y
5 ± 1

5
5
5
4.9

±
±
±
±

I
I
I
0.9

Containing ca. 7 pig cm - Pt.
Each value is the average of five data points and the interval is based on
one standard deviation around the average.
h

Fig. 10. Effect of withdrawal rate of Au electrode from Pt sol (0.12 mol/L
Pt content), followed by drying at 22 C on roughness factor, y. measured
electrochemically at 100 mV/s in 0.5 M H2SO4. Inset: Data for another set
of films formed from a Pt sol (0.13 mol/L Pt content) and dried at 200 C for
15 min.
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Table 2
Average particle diameters, from TEM, for films deposited from Pt sol at
different withdrawal rates and dried at 22 C for 24 ha
Withdrawal rate (cm/min)

Particle diameter (mn)

1.2
2.5
6
12
24
60

2.1 ±0.5
2.1 ±0.4
1.8 ±0.5
1.7 ±0.4
1.9 ±0.4
2.3 ± 0.4

'' Each data point is the average of 100 measurements and the interval is
based on one standard deviation from the average.

are due entirely to a dependence of the amount of Pt sol
deposited on withdrawal rate, consistent with what is seen in
normal sol-gel film deposition [49].
3.4. Deposition of nanoparticulate Pt on high surface
area carbon substrates
The substrate used in all of the electrochemical studies
described above was smooth, Au sputter-coated glass, chosen
because of its reproducible and well-known electrochemical
signal, as well as its wide double layer capacitance region
and absence of Hupd peaks. In order to examine the behavior
of our Pt nanoparticles on a high surface area substrate, at
which better adhesion and an increased resistance to sintering
might be expected, a high surface area carbon paper (CP)
was examined. Fig. 11 shows the typical CV response of
CP, which was then coated with the Pt sol at a 240 cm/min
withdrawal rate, followed by drying at 200°C for 15min.
CVs were then run again (e.g., Fig. 11, inset) and the CV
due to CP alone was subtracted from the Pt-CP CV, giving
only the Pt CV response (yielding the active Pt area). The
Pt content of the film was determined by ICP-AES analysis,
after dissolving the Pt in aqua regia.

Fig. 11. CV (100 mV/s) of clean (uncoated) carbon paper (CP) in deaerated
0.5 M H 2 S0 4 at lOOmV/s. Inset: Example of CV of CP coated with Pt sol
film (formed at 240 cm/min and dried at 200 C for 15 min).

Table 3
Electrochemical and ICP-AES data collected for Pt sol films, formed by
withdrawal of Au sputter-coated glass and carbon paper at 240 cm/min and
dried at 200 C for 15mina
Mass of Pt (u-g)b
Electroactive area of Pt(cm2)
Surface to volume molar ratio

Au sputter-coated glass

Carbon paper

35 ± 16
7 ±3
9± 1

319 ± 65
30 ± 10
4± 1

a

Each result in the table is the average of six electrodes, and the error
is given as a confidence interval based on a 95% confidence level and five
degrees of freedom.
h
Determined by ICP-AES. The larger error associated with the mass
values (vs. from the EQCM or CV data) arises primarily from the Pt sol
dissolution and recovery steps, all of which involve the mixing and transfer
of very small volumes of solution.

Table 3 shows the electrochemically determined Pt area,
the mass of Pt (determined by ICP-AES), and the calculated
surface to volume ratio of moles of Pt films coated similarly
on both CP and Au sputter-coated glass substrates. It is seen
that approximately nine times more Pt has been deposited on
the CP surface than on the Au sputter-coated glass electrodes,
as expected. However, the electroactive area is only four ti mes
higher. This indicates that, contrary to expectations, the Pt
particles are less electrochemically available on CP than on
Au, likely due to agglomeration on the CP electrode, as seen
clearly by the lower surface to volume ratio at CP versus Au
(Table 3).
There are a number of possible reasons for the enhanced
Pt agglomeration, including the properties of this particular type of carbon. The CP is composed of carbon fibres,
which can be seen (Fig. 12a) to be very smooth. While the Pt
nanoparticles may not adhere well to this type of surface,
this probably does not fully explain the relatively low Pt
surface to volume ratios seen in Table 3. Another explanation may be related to the unique manner in which the Pt
nanoparticles are being deposited in our work, namely in liquid form. It is possible that, on the open Au sputter-coated
glass electrodes, the solvent can easily evaporate, resulting
in a uniform thin film of nanoparticles [35]. However, in the
case of the porous CP, the sol phase may pool at points where
multiple fibres meet. Subsequent solvent evaporation could
therefore lead to a high yield of agglomerated Pt nanoparticles
(Fig. 12b). This would result in the trends shown in Table 3,
where a relatively high mass of nanoparticulate Pt results
in an unexpectedly low electroactive area. However, this is
just one explanation of the results seen in Table 3, and other
morphological and compositional factors, as well as surface
defects, may be responsible for the agglomeration of the
Pt nanoparticles.
While there are useful benefits to the deposition of Pt
nanoparticles on smooth substrates, the results obtained on
CP are an important guide for the future deposition of our Pt
sol on high surface area substrates. Similar to how presentday Pt/carbon catalyst layers are fabricated, it may turn out
to be necessary to apply the Pt nanoparticles as a paste to
these types of supports. Alternatively, sonicating the carbon
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Fig. 12. An optical microscope image (a) of the smooth carbon fibres present in carbon paper substrate material, (b) Schematic showing possible accumulation
of Pt particles at junction of Pt fibres, possibly caused by pooling of the liquid Pt sol phase prior to drying.

paper in the sol may result in a more uniform distribution of
well-dispersed Pt nanoparticles. It is also possible that other
types of carbon paper or powder or cloth will yield a more
uniform Pt deposit. These options, including supporting the
nanoparticles on carbon aerogels, are being explored in our
laboratory at present.

4. Summary
The effect of a range of variables used in the formation
of thin films composed of Pt nanoparticles, generated by the
reduction of CPA by sodium ethoxide, was examined in this
work. These included the drying temperature of the Pt sol
phase (from 22 to 400 °C), the drying time, the rate of withdrawal of the electrode substrate from the Pt sol and the
nature of the substrate material employed (Au versus carbon
paper). As well, a better understanding of the characteristics
of the Pt(II) species (NaPtCl^CarLi)), formed in a side reaction during Pt synthesis, and its role in the generation of Pt
nanoparticles, was sought.
The most obvious effect of increasing the Pt sol film drying temperature is the sintering which was experienced by the
nanoparticles at elevated drying temperatures. However, the
nanoparticles, confirmed to be Pt by using electron diffraction, still remain relatively small (ca. <8 nm in diameter), even
when dried at400°C, as seen by TEM. Similarly, the breadth
of the Pt peak in the XRD pattern of films dried at 200°C
[35] confirmed the presence of nanoparticles of ca. 6nm in
diameter, with still smaller particles formed at lower drying temperatures (2 nm at 22 °C). Indeed, the use of sodium
ethoxide as the reducing agent results in Pt nanoparticles
which are approximately one third the diameter than those
formed using stronger reducing agents. Further, we believe

that the anionic Pt(II) by-product (PtCl3(C 2 H 4 n) serves to
stabilize the Pt nanoparticles in the sol phase.
XPS data showed that there was some thermal conversion
of the NaPtCl3(C2H4) by-product, shown to be the Na analogue of Zeiss' compound from earlier work [34], to Pt(0)
in films dried at >200°C for 15min. These results, along
with the XRD data, also indicated that there was some residual Pt(II) species in the film after this thermal conversion,
although neither of these techniques led to an identification
of this new crystalline component.
In general, it was found that the optimum drying temperature for Pt sol formed films is around 200 °C. This was
inferred from the fact that the Pt CV currents were the highest at this drying temperature, giving the highest surface
roughness factor (y), interpreted here to reflect both a small
particle size as well as a high yield of Pt nanoparticles. The
lower y values at higher drying temperatures results from a
combination of increasing particle size, better inter-particle
and particle-support connectivity, and the generation of additional Pt due to the thermal decomposition of NaPtCl3(C2H.i).
At low drying temperatures, the low y values are believed
to reflect poor inter-particle and particle-support electrical
connectivity, as well as poisoning of the surface by ethanol
and other contaminants. It was also shown that a film drying time of 15min was sufficient to reach the maximum
y value.
Increasing the withdrawal rate of the Au substrate was
also discovered to enhance the y value of the Pt films, similar
to the case of sol-gel materials. Based on TEM studies, this
increase in y was shown to be the result of a greater number
of Pt nanoparticles being deposited on the surface rather than
the preferential deposition of smaller Pt particles. Further,
it was found that changing the substrate from Au sputtercoated glass to carbon paper provided a means for increasing
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the Pt loading on the surface of the electrode, as expected,
although the effective usage of the nanoparticulate Pt was not
as good as anticipated. This is likely related to our method of
Pt sol deposition (directly from a liquid phase), resulting in
the pooling of the liquid sol within the carbon paper structure
and consequent poor nanoparticle dispersion and enhanced
Pt agglomeration.
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